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Abstract: Full control over multiple competing coupling sites would enable straightforward access to densely functionalized compound libraries. Historically, the site selection in Pd$^0$-catalyzed functionalizations of poly(pseudo)halogenated arenes has been unpredictable, being dependent on the employed catalyst, the reaction conditions, and the substrate itself. Building on our previous report of C–Br-selective functionalization in the presence of C–OTf and C–Cl bonds, we herein complete the sequence and demonstrate the first general arylation and alkylation of C–OTf bonds (in < 10 min), followed by functionalization of the C–Cl site (in < 25 min), at room temperature using the same air- and moisture-stable Pd dimer. This allowed the realization of the first general and triply selective sequential C–C coupling (in 2D and 3D space) of C–Br followed by C–OTf and then C–Cl bonds.

Polyfunctionalized arenes are ubiquitous building blocks in pharmaceuticals, materials, and natural products.$^1$ To meet the ever-increasing demands for diverse compound libraries and the exploration of chemical space in a two- and three-dimensional fashion, highly modular, streamlined, and diversifiable approaches in the assembly of densely functionalized arenes are desired.$^2$ Ideally, these features are paired with the potential for automation to realize high-throughput operations. In this context, owing to the relative mildness and functional group tolerance, site-selective and sequential Pd-catalyzed cross-couplings of polyhalogenated arenes are a highly desired technology.$^3$ However, while the approximate reactivity order of C–I > C–Br ≈ C–OTf > C–Cl is frequently quoted,$^3$ the actual site selectivity of Pd$^0$-catalyzed cross-coupling reactions is the result of a complex interplay of the ligand/catalyst, the reaction conditions (additive, solvent), and, most importantly, the steric and electronic bias of the substrate itself.$^4$ As such, coupling conditions identified for a given substrate frequently fail if slight structural or electronic modifications are introduced (see below). However, to access libraries of compounds in a programmable fashion, a general, a priori predictable, and fully selective technology will be required. Ideally, this is paired with practical features, such as rapid conversion, robustness (e.g., air tolerance), and broadness for maximal diversity (C(sp$^2$) and C(sp$^3$) coupling partners). In this context, Pd$^0$-based cross-couplings$^{[3]}$ frequently suffer from oxygen sensitivity, extended reaction times (hours), substrate specificity in site selectivity, and additional mechanistic challenges, such as β-hydride elimination in C(sp$^2$)–C(sp$^2$) couplings.$^6$ We therefore focused our attention on alternative oxidation states that bear potential for bimetallic synergy and alternative mechanisms.$^7$ In this context, our group recently reported an a priori predictable and rapid C(sp$^2$)–C(sp$^2$) and C(sp$^2$)–C(sp$^3$) coupling of aromatic C–Br bonds in the presence of C–OTf and C–Cl bonds under open-flask conditions using the air-stable Pd dimer I (Figure 1).$^{[3]}$ With selective C–Br functionalization realized, the next challenge towards modular functionalization lies in the selective manipulation of the C–OTf and C–Cl sites in a rapid and general manner. We herein present a solution to this challenge.

While there are isolated reports of Pd$^0$-catalyzed C–OTf arylation in the presence of C–Cl bonds, the corresponding alkylation appears essentially unexplored, and there has been no demonstration of tolerance to diverse functional groups, nor generality in terms of steric/electronic bias on the substrate or coupling partner.$^{[9]}$ As such, we initially set out to explore the potential generality of existing methods, and
investigated a Pd(OAc)$_2$/PCy$_3$-catalyzed Suzuki coupling protocol previously identified to enable selective arylation of 4-chlorophenyl triflate at room temperature.$^{[4]}$ We found that while the previously reported 4-chlorophenyl triflate provided excellent C–OTf coupling with 2-tolylboronic acid (90%, as reported previously),$^{[4]}$ an alternative substitution pattern was much less efficient, resulting in much lower conversion into the product (<10%; see the Supporting Information, Table S1). Even when maintaining a 1,4-substitution pattern of the Cl and OTf groups, much lower conversions were observed when varying the substrate structure, and the reaction also appeared to be intolerant to different boronic acid coupling partners, with a significant drop in conversion when moving from 2-tolyl- (90%) to 4-methoxyphenyl- (26%) or alternative boronic acids. Overall, these data suggest that reoptimization would be needed for alternative targets; there is no generality. As such, we set out to explore the possibility of Pd$^0$-catalyzed selective functionalizations of C–OTf over C–Cl bonds.

Our previous work had indicated that solvent polarity can impact the nature of the active species, and hence the preference of C–OTf versus C–Cl functionalization.$^{[4]}$ We reasoned that in the presence of coordinating additives, “Pd$^0$-ate” complexes could be generated by dynamic ligand exchange from Pd$^0$ in the polar media, which would preferentially react with C–OTf bonds. While our current data suggest that Pd$^0$ cannot directly react with C–Cl and C–OTf bonds owing to high activation barriers, we envisioned that the dinuclear entity could act as a precursor to a defined bis-ligated “ate” complex through rapid activation.$^{[7a,10]}$

Consequently, we investigated the effectiveness of a number of polar solvents in facilitating chemoselective Negishi cross-coupling at C–OTf with the air-stable Pd$^0$ dimer 1. To our delight, the use of N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) led to completely selective C–OTf over C–Cl functionalization in less than 10 min at room temperature. Notably, no efforts were made to avoid oxygen; the reaction was run in an open flask.$^{[11]}$ These newly found data were very promising as the coupling is more rapid and robust than any previous method.

We next explored whether the procedure is general and applicable for a wide range of substrates (Scheme 1). To our delight, we were able to perform selective arylation, regardless of whether the C–Cl and C–OTf bonds were positioned ortho (4, 13), meta (3, 9) or para (2, 7, 8, 12) to each other, or whether additional steric hindrance or functional groups present (5, 6). Heterocyclic (7, 8, 13), nitrile (9), nitro (10), fluoro (11), ketone (5), and aldehyde (6) moieties were well
tolerated. Moreover, not just arylation (using both heterocyclic and non-heterocyclic arenes, 19–21), but also the more challenging alkylation could be achieved selectively at C–OTf (over C–Cl) in an equally rapid (10 min) and efficient manner in a reaction vessel open to air. Pleasingly, we were able to selectively couple both primary (14–16) and secondary (17, 18, 22, 23) alkyl groups in high yields; of particular note is the successful incorporation of a branched secondary alkyl group (23), which is especially prone to isomerization. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first general site-selective alkylation of C–OTf bonds in the presence of C–Cl bonds.

Lastly, a number of different substrate and RZnCl combinations were examined, highlighting that this technique can be used to generate structurally diverse compound libraries (24–43). For example, ortho- and meta-substituted chlorophenyl triflates underwent successful alkylation with both primary and secondary alkyl groups (24–30), and many of these compounds had not been reported previously (e.g., 33–42).

To explore the scalability of this method, we performed the C–OTf-selective coupling with 1 g of starting material; pleasingly, product 10 was isolated in 78% yield (Scheme 1). It should also be noted that while NMP was a very effective solvent, alternative polar solvents proved to be equally effective.[12] As an example, for 4-chlorophenyl triflate, exclusive C–OTf selectivity and high yields of the product 2 were obtained in DMI (90%), DMPU (76%), and DMAc (92%).

Having achieved chemoselective C–OTf over C–Cl functionalization through a general, rapid, and air-tolerant procedure, we next sought to develop a facile C–Cl functionalization using the Pd0 dimer 1 to eventually enable functionalization at all three sites using the same catalyst. The use of ArCl electrophiles in cross-coupling reactions is generally more difficult, sometimes requiring high temperatures (up to 100°C) and/or extended reaction times (up to 72 h).[14,15] Encouraged by the high reactivities seen with 1, we slowly added PhZnCl (over 15 min) to a mixture of 1 and 2-chloronitrobenzene in NMP at room temperature, and allowed the mixture to react for an additional 10 min. Pleasingly, we observed efficient C–Cl coupling and isolated 44 (Scheme 2) in 89% yield.

We next tested the C–Cl coupling more widely, assessing electron-rich and -poor arenes, and examining sp2 and sp3 C–C bond formations; pleasingly, in each case, high yields of the desired products were obtained after only 25 min under argon (Scheme 2). While Negishi cross-coupling reactions of Ar–Cl bonds have been reported,[16] our method is a more rapid, general, and operationally simple alternative; for example, with Pd0 catalysis, products 48 and 58 were previously obtained in 50% and 92%, respectively, after 2 h at 100°C.[14c] In contrast, these compounds were obtained in 93% and 95% yield after only 25 min at room temperature with our method.

With the ability to functionalize all three sites in a general fashion using a single catalyst and the defined reactivity sequence of Br > OTf > Cl established, we next explored the sequential functionalization of a) Br then OTf, b) OTf then Cl, and c) Br then Cl. These sequences were performed in a one-pot process at room temperature, with a total reaction time of 15–35 min (Scheme 3). For (a), the cross-coupling partner was added to a solution of a bromoaryl triflate and Pd0 dimer 1 in THF. After 5 min, NMP was added to the same pot (producing 1:1 THF/NMP) followed by R′ZnCl, yielding the bis-functionalized arene in excellent yields in a total reaction time of 15 min at room temperature.

For (b) (C–OTf then C–Cl functionalization), efficient coupling was also achieved in a one-pot fashion, using NMP as the solvent throughout. Finally, for coupling sequence (c) (Br–Br then C–Cl), a procedure analogous to (a) was applied (although under argon and over 25 min to facilitate C–Cl coupling). Overall, the desired bis-functionalized products were obtained in good yields, with the introduction of both aryl and alkyl groups being demonstrated.

With all combinations allowing selective and sequential functionalizations, we next studied the functionalization of all three sites (Scheme 4). We achieved C–Br followed by C–OTf functionalization in a total of 15 min in a one-pot process with the vessel open to air (as described above), and subsequently purified the resulting chloroarene intermediate. The C–Cl functionalization step was then performed in NMP under an argon atmosphere. This sequence enabled the synthesis of the trisubstituted product in high overall yields in a total reaction time of only 40 min, using the air-stable Pd0 dimer 1 for all three functionalization steps.

In conclusion, we have developed a predictable and operationally simple procedure to alkylate and arylate...
independent of the electronic or steric bias imposed by the substrate. Key to the success of this strategy was the use of an air- and moisture-stable PdI dimer along with NMP (or DMPU, DMI, or DMAc) as the solvent. The same solvent/catalyst combination also allowed for subsequent C–Cl functionalization at room temperature in 25 min. Overall, the newly developed technology led to full control over all three coupling sites in the order C–Br > C–OTf > C–Cl, with triply selective and sequential functionalization occurring in only 40 min, using the same PdI dimer. Given its generality, robustness, speed, and full selectivity, we anticipate widespread applications of this method, including its implementation in automated approaches to rapidly access molecular complexity in a programmable fashion.
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Scheme 3. Sequential double functionalization of di-(pseudo)halogenated arenes. Reaction conditions: Substrate (0.4 mmol), PdI dimer 1 (0.01 mmol), and R2ZnCl (0.4–0.8 mmol, see the Supporting Information for details). [a] C–Cl coupling done at 80 °C. [b] Reaction mixture filtered through silica prior to C–Cl functionalization.

Scheme 4. Sequential triple functionalization of tri(pseudo)-halogenated arenes. Reaction conditions: Substrate (0.4 mmol), PdI dimer 1 (0.01 mmol), R2ZnCl (0.44–0.8 mmol, see the Supporting Information for details). [a] The chloroaryl triflate was isolated prior to C–OTf functionalization.


[11] Owing to the moisture sensitivity of organometallic reagents, safety precautions should be made when using an open flask setup.

